
Our company is hiring for a corporate & investment bank. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for corporate & investment bank

Work on and take ownership of EMEA wide CIB global projects with a focus
on standardization, streamlined processes and efficiencies
Review and approve trading activity, including recommending margin
requirements structural enhancements
Partner with HR colleagues to drive efficiencies and leverage best practices
Responsible for delivering every aspect of a user experience
Candidates do not necessarily need banking experience but must be
passionate with a track record of successful deliveries and a portfolio
demonstrating how you work your end product
Liaise with vendors on move, add or change on new
subscription/cancellation/transfer of market data services
Be the subject matter expert to advice on the best method of cost recoveries
and inventory setup for complex contracts
Perform in person credit diligence on an ongoing basis
Provide a cohesive and comprehensive approach to ratings, risk assessment,
portfolios, clients and sectors within the industry including life, P&C, brokers,
financial guarantors and reinsurance
Partner with CIB Coverage, Corporate Banking, DCM, ECM, Investor Services
and Structuring and Solutions group to ensure client needs are met and credit
exposures are accurately assessed

Example of Corporate & Investment Bank Job
Description
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Communicate findings and obstacles to stakeholders to help drive the
delivery to market
Code your solutions (this is a hands-on position requiring strong
programming skills)
1-2 years of professional experience as a data scientist or a related software
engineering role
Equip with solid understanding of financial accounting (satisfactory scores in
Accounting from HKCEE and/or Hong Kong A-level or LCCI Advanced level)
Ability to review a large volumes of complex information and to prioritize
tasks
Fluent in formal Bahasa and English language (report translation, regulatory
interaction with OJK and to local environment)


